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THE COLOURS

As the colour names suggest, the colour palette of the current men‘s leather collection is characte-
rised by natural colours that whet the appetite for the new colour trends and also promote a good 
mood.

Marmalade, Churros, Banana Bread Brown, Lofi Blue, Nothing Olive, Green Fluorite and KillBill Yellow 
speak their own idiosyncratic language and reveal a wide range of colours that includes light and 
dark shades.

TREND COLOURS

The current colour trends of the season are light off-white, earthy and brown tones, greyish blue, 
mild sage and a broad spectrum of orange and cognac tones. Navy and black are the all-time classics 
and should never be missing from the colour range. Black is back - and is the absolute rising star of 
the season.

SHAPES AND STYLING

The current collection features an unprecedented variety of shapes and materials: trendy, super-casual 
shirt cuts, blouson variants, biker jackets and purist straight-cut shapes, to name just the most import-
ant silhouettes. No desire should remain unfulfilled.

VINTAGE LOOK

We would like to emphasise a very current theme: the vintage look.
The leather jackets look like favourite pieces stolen from your grandfather‘s wardrobe. Rock & roll 
memories of loud music, wild guys with long hair, hot ovens and shimmering tarmac on endless  
highways are evoked.
In keeping with this theme: leather jackets with a vintage look, on trend in brown, black, camel and 
cognac or in sun-faded colours with edgy details such as eye-catching zips. For an authentic vintage 
effect, the edges are trimmed using special methods to create a “used” effect.
Cool in combination with preppy pieces, such as formal shirts or plain T-shirts, to create a deliberate 
juxtaposition of styles.
The undone look of the jackets instantly lends any outfit a more casual feel. The special dyeing  
methods, surface treatments and finishes – including garment dyeing and the rubbed-off effect –not 
only represent highly developed techniques, but also reflect the excellent craftsmanship and artistry 
with which these jackets are produced.
And let’s not forget the racing jacket, which picks up on the retro racing trend of days gone by - an 
love affair that continues to this day.

VEGETABLE TANNING

Vegetable-tanned Nappa leather is soft and feels great against the skin. In this natural tanning 
process, the raw product is processed to create a finished leather in a more natural way. Bark, twigs, 
leaves and even fruit are used in the stages of the tanning process, which is highly laborious and  
can take between one and three months.
Nappa leather is also considered to be one of the most durable leathers, made from the grain side  
of leather hides.

SUSTAINABILITY

Milestone leather jackets are a sustainable product due to their extremely high quality standards. 
Each jacket is handmade and therefore unique. The look of a Milestone leather jacket is timeless and 
transcends short-term trends. A Milestone jacket isn’t just a great investment in the future - but also 
in sustainability.
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MATERIALS

VELOURS

Light, elegant velours fabrics have a soft, velvety feel, are hard-wearing, and feel as light as a feather.

NUBUCK LEATHER – UNPARALLELED STRENGTH AND LIGHTNESS

This is also the name for a fine rough leather that is lightly ground on the grain side - the upper side 
of the hide facing away from the skin - giving it a velvety character. We have managed to grind this 
leather to a thickness of 0.3/4 mm and to create a completely new material using new colours, which, 
when incorporated into our designs, makes completely new light looks possible.
An excellent material alternative to suede. It looks newer and sportier.
This brand new material development is offered in our current overshirt and college blouson versions.

NAPPA LEATHER

Perfect for ultra-light and elegant fashion styles and looks.
Vegetable-tanned nappa leather is soft and feels great against the skin. It is also considered one of the 
most resistant leathers and is made from the grain side of leather hides.

COMFORT MATERIALS

ELASTANE DOUBLEFACE NAPPA 

The material of choice, especially for unlined styles.
Casual, lightweight jackets that are extremely comfortable thanks to their elasticated content for 
the perfect casual look. Ideal for mild temperatures. These fabrics are interpreted in overshirts, biker 
jackets, and college blousons.

SILHOUETTES

Blousons and bomber jackets are still going strong. Biker styles are somewhat more minimalist  
in design.
Overshirts and shirt jackets are the newcomers of the season.
Trucker jackets, formerly known as bar jackets, are on the rise.
Blazer-esque buttoned styles with a back length of 72-74 cm are still very popular.
Jackets in elasticated fabrics are popular and still on trend.

HYBRID JACKETS

Particularly noteworthy here are lambskin jackets in a quilted fabric combined with 3D knitted sleeves 
and fine velours combined with jersey knit, a reversible jacket with a lambskin nappa outer fabric and  
a reversible side with breathable nylon. 

UNLINED JACKETS

Due to increased demand (partly thanks to the changing climate), we are increasingly offering unlined 
and half-lined leather jackets.
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